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LETTER FROM THE DIRECTORS
Hello delegates! I´m Eduardo. I'm 18 and from Porto Alegre Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. I just
finished school and am in search of a college degree. I'm an Inter fan and I enjoy MUNs a
whole lot. I hope you all have a great experience debating such a rich topic as the child
militarization question, xoxo!!

Hello, delegates! My name is Sofia, I'm 18 and from Porto Alegre, RS (also). Just graduated
high school and I am, currently, a law student in the federal university of Rio Grande do Sul
(UFRGS). Just a quick reminder that MUNs are made for you to exercise your critical thinking
and debating skills, therefore, mistakes are normal and expected! I wish you all a great
debate!

Hello, delegates! My name is Camila, I’m 18 and from Rio de Janeiro (different from others).
Just graduated and right now I’m studying International Relations at IBMEC (but I have the
need to say that I got into UFRJ as well). Jokes aside, I’m really glad to meet you guys and
share what I’m certain will be a great experience!

INTRODUCTION
In the modern world, the militarization of children and adolescents has been ubiquitous in
all parts of this planet when armed conflicts are spotted. From civil wars in Africa to religious
conflicts in the Middle East, or even on guerrillas in Latin America, that problem has brought
fragile families and communities to even more danger and lack of chances to one day have
their poor socioeconomic situation ameliorated. Moreover, this matter has exponentially
reduced the chances of countless nations and regions achieving minimum alignment with the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
The impact of militarization on these children's educational stability and growth, such as in
their families', is unimaginable, and the multiple Human Rights linked to the freedom of
children and fundamental access to education and familiar development must be reassured.
Nonetheless, this committee, the UNICEF, as a body that assists the status of these children
in a non-conflictive manner, will mainly focus on mechanisms to prevent recruitment and
guarantee, with feasible conditions, the reintegration of these post-recruited children into
their communities and educational development. Therefore, during the upcoming sessions,
delegates will have the duty to make reasonable efforts immediately to mitigate the
susceptibility of fragile societies to having their development even more threatened by the
intervention of these agents and establish measures to empower the young population to
prevent themselves from recruiters. Still, it is essential to have in mind that they vary from
members of militias to terrorists, and the effectiveness of a preventive measure can vary
according to each region.
This situation requires that countries find feasible, practical, long-lasting solutions for this
boundless crisis. Ultimately, all representatives must collaborate to find keys to a better
future by assuring larger infantile security in today's societies, besides parity to the SDGs 1,
2, 3, 4, 8, 16, and 17 of the Agenda 30.
There's much to be done, and the UNICEF committee directors look forward to seeing how
delegates will handle this problem.

COMMITTEE HISTORY
The United Nations Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF), was founded in 1946 by the
United Nations General Assembly aiming assistance to children whose countries were
devastated by World War II, with no regard to the role taken by the nation. In the 1950s
UNICEF's mandate was expanded by the UN General Assembly- after the WW2 question was
properly attended -

with an emphasis on assisting children outside of Europe, by 1953

UNICEF was declared a permanent agency of the UN. During the 50s UNICEF visited
approximately 102 countries benefiting thousands of children, from delivering clean water
supplies to providing medical aid.
In 1959 the United Nations Declaration Of The Rights Of The Child was released, as a result
of its principles UNICEF'S agencies included education into their projects. During the 70s
UNICEF actively started to use its voice to claim and protect children's rights, and in 1989,
assisted the UN Commission on Human Right to develop the Convention On The Rights Of
The Child, which became the most widely ratified human rights treaty in history with 159
signatures.
At present times UNICEF acts in more than 190 countries and is touted as one of the most
successful and well known agencies of the UN, thus it won a Nobel Peace Prize in 1965.
UNICEF is sustained by fundraisings, donations from NGOs; Nations; Private individuals.Its
fundraisings have been around for seven decades, since the first fundraising greeting
card was released in 1949. UNICEF'S effectiveness is proven by the overarching victory on
the reduction of 50% of the mortality of children within five or less years.
UNICEF'S is organized by an governing executive border composed of 36 member states
which are elected to three year terms by the Economical and Social Council and is formed by
the following order of regions: (12) Western Europe and others; (8) Africa; (7) Asia; (5) Latin
America and the Caribbean; (4) Eastern Europe. The border approves UNICEF'S actions and
budgets, there are three meetings per year. From the executive border are voted one
president and four vice presidents that represent the five regions and serve as a bridge
between the regions and the president, thereby facilitating communication. Although there
are elections the executive director is appointed by the UN Secretary General under
consultation with UNICEF'S governing board.

When it comes to this committee’s jurisdiction and range, it is vital to see UNICEF as it
essentially is: a UN body that operates as a fund. Therefore, all solution proposals and
potential actions to be taken must work as auxiliary measures that will grant that the
objectives that receive investment from this fund’s budget are properly accomplished. In
other words, it means that solutions are there to present mechanisms to help, metaphorically,
“70 million dollars solving child hunger in Namibia”, as an exemple, and all solutions must
consider that each proposal serves as an action that will be funded by the own yearly budget
that UNICEF receives from the Fifth Committee of the UN General Assembly and the
Advisory Committee for Administrative and Budgetary Questions (ACABQ), except for instate actions, such as clauses that will suggest, urge, or request that countries employ national
efforts to solve the related problem.
Discussing the issue of child militarization, delegates will have to fundamentally have in mind
that the most feasible solutions for the specific context in which they’ll be exposed to are those
that strike the problem through the empowerment of regional preventive mechanisms, such
as education and cultural creation of common resilience, and those that end up rebuilding a
regular status quo after prevention has failed, including reintegrative programs. In analysis,
measures to strike the root causes expose a bias: hardly will a UNICEF mission be seen as
incisive to a threat itself, such as fighting a criminal group; they only happen under a
humanitarian perspective. In conclusion, it is essential to consider this committee’s ultimate
goal the maintenance and direction of UN funds on children-related affairs.

Since the 12th century, during the crusades period, child soldiers have been used to complete
and “enhance '' armed forces, with the failed children's crusades. In the 19th century, during
the paraguayan war, children were forced to combat due to the massive casualties suffered by
the paraguayan army. However, in the 20th to the 21st century, we formalized the view of
child soldiers in Africa and Latin America, by the dissemination of images that traveled the
world, shocking viewers and raising awareness to the cause. From 2005 to 2020, 77.000
children have been recruited by armed groups around the world, with no restriction between
national army or militia groups, even though the Convention On The Rights Of The Child of
1989 already declared illegal the recruitment of child soldiers, this burden is unfortunately
still carried on in contemporary times.
Concomitantly, there is the urge of modeling today’s system of child protection to a linear
frame, which means countries do not exactly share the same guidelines for addressing child
development and protecting children and adolescents from threats to educative inclusion,
including militarization and bellicose recruitment. In this sense, given the international
differences on the topic of legal majority, it will be essential to consider what exact ages will
frame the stage delegates will be addressing on behalf of UNICEF, over any and every national
limit or particularity to consider this, as a suggestive measure to control access to education
and prevention at all included ages.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Paris Principles And Commitments On Children Associated With Armed Conflicts,
written in 2007, serve as an instruction guide on how to tackle the child militarization issue,
by combating the unlawful recruitment and use of boys and girls in armed forces, it also
promotes great guidance to delegate preparation with detailed measures and procedures. The
principles seek to prevent the unlawful recruitment and use of children by armed forces and
the support the reintegration process of the children who were involved with armed groups,
here are some guiding and valuable principles of the document:
3.4.1 Prevention

of

recruitment, release, protection

and

reintegration

are

interdependent and indivisible. Efforts to develop lasting solutions to children’s recruitment
or use by armed forces or armed groups, and to prevent its future occurrence, should be
inclusive of all children affected by armed conflict and address other egregious violations
of children’s rights under applicable international law or the national law of the countries
affected.
3.6 Children who are accused of crimes under international law allegedly committed
while they were associated with armed forces or armed groups should be considered
primarily as victims of offenses against international law; not only as perpetrators. They
must be treated in accordance with international law in a framework of restorative justice
and social rehabilitation, consistent with international law which offers children special
protection through numerous agreements and principles.
3.9 Capital punishment or imprisonment for life without possibility of release shall
never be used against any person who is proved to have committed an offence against
international or domestic criminal law while under 18 years of age.
3.12 Where there are formal disarmament, demobilization and reintegration (DDR)
processes, special provisions should be made for children. The absence of a formal DDR
process, however, should not prevent activities in pursuit of the release of children from
armed forces or armed groups. These actions may require or include separate negotiations
with armed forces or armed groups that are unrelated to the broader agenda driven by
security reform or by other formal negotiations processes. Where formal processes are in

place, linkages should be made to ensure coordinated and comprehensive support to the
reintegration of children and their communities of
As of February 2021, 112 states endorsed the principles, proving its significance to the
issue of child militarization, in a world where from 420 million children, one fifth of them
reside in conflict areas.

Child Soldiers and scenarios

“Child soldier: Reference to those childrens that have an active participation in wars and
armed conflicts, not just by holding weapon, but either by incorporating different ‘jobs’
and services in that regime”

In 2007, the UN concealer for humanitarian causes Jerry Piasecki wrote a strongly emotional
book called “Thomas and Deng”, this book raised an important debate and improved the
consciousness around the matter of Child Militarization, by that this questioning already
exist, but there was a great detachment between realities that showed how poorly our society
invested and some dare to say, even cared about this situations. For it seems to be a far away
situation to be even harmful for daily lives.
There are times, when people hear about wars, prejudices, people starving, think that nothing
happens to us, it’s none of our business. But no doubt it is wrong to think so. The hopes and
dreams are the same for young people all over the world. The kids from Japan and the kids
from Somalia reach in dreams for the same things: Love, attention and peace.
But that comes up for the understanding of those situations, the different scenarios that
brought up pain all around the globe, the attitudes of humanity for its own kind. At this point
there is the notion of the connection of violence and wars, but most of the first thoughts have
been directed to African and Middle East’s conflicts, but let's take by far and understand the
roots.

Civil associations

A war to be never forgotten, Civil wars, along history we have the reminder to never
subestimate those wars, for a seam of it’s impact be not considered in the scale of an
international war, but in damage comparison a similar when we see the blood that was left
behind. The closest one for example that we have in the new age have been mainly around
drug trafficking, the power that the feeling of pleasure and money that helped corrupt our
society for ages have brought the presence of children into the battlefield.
In 2021 the University of Catolic Pontifical of Minas Gerais in Brazil, released a document
called “Children in smuggling: a study on the concept of child-soldiers and UNICEF’s work
in Brazil''. The study showed the conception amplified of how the child soldiers could be seen
in many more situations, most of them having been groomed by trafficking regions for their
exactly under ageness. Most countries in Latin America have their legal age holded at 18 years
old, and many of the factions like Comando Vermelho in Rio de Janeiro and FARC in
Colombia started understanding the help that having under ages in their armies would do to
not only the government but for the society as well.
We can separate them in 2 specific situations: The government, legality and troops judgment
and society judgment and resolutions. In the first we saw that the legal age being 18 implicates
in the lack of “punishment” that can be made for children, a normal adult can be sentence
with penalties and prison, but a children can not be treated the same, after all they’re the
victims, but it's because of it that the capture and forcement of these under ages into the armie
grew so fast, a use as a weapon against the government's efforts and power, along with, the
cautions that the government's armies have against the opposite side should be more
worrisome, which we know indeed that's not what happens many times. That raises the anger
of both sides in a situation “Shoot or die” and no one is out of it.
In the second can be seen the reasons why they found out the “goods” in child soldiers use,
young people are in are easier to manipulate and form a brainwash that in the future result
the strong loyalty that armies need in a fight, most of them end up growing close to that
reality, seeing their neighbors and family members dying in those conflicts, even though most
of them are innocent and have nothing to do with those fights, the belief that the “bad guys”
are those who have inflicted their closets deaths, sometimes in a war we do not see where the
bullet come from, but they know those who seems to protect them. And in another

perspective, the traffic became easy money, and when you starve you might not have the
luxury to search for long until you find an ethical job to attend.

Religious contexts

The most common thought of children's participation in those wars are declared by religious
matters. In the centuries XI to XIII, the movement of the so called “Crusades” realized by the
Catholics with the objective of the winning of the “Promised land” have brought itself the use
of child soldiers as a form to show the presence of God in those innocents, and with them may
come the victorie of its goal. The historie have told us, that atrocities did not work, but the
use of those childs became more eloquently and present in conflicts, the perks of raising those
little infants in a hate scenario have their perspective and like the quote from the bible “And
they shall know I’m the lord when I lay my vengeance on them”.
Indeed the catholics were not the only who believed they had a mission of God to prophet and
missionare their religion to those who did not know the “true faith”, that resulted in one of
the oldest conflicts in the world, Islamic Catholic War. No matter the beliefs, both of them
have used a great amount of children in those conflicts, now days we still see the influences
of the religion in a way to alienate those infants into believing that their sin are justifiable, the
killing and blood baths have a reason of a greater good, to disseminate the reality of who's
committing it.
Which generate a great conflict of morality and difficulty to the process of rehabilitation of
those victims, the progress to make after all they understand that all of that destruction
they’ve done was not the right and that was no life, but how do you dissolute that thought
without letting they believe that their lives are not over or even disclaimed, into their realities
many believe that they have no “salvation” and their forward, nothing to lose.

Ethical and Group conflicts

To understand this one we need to go back in time, after World War I happened what was
called “The reording of the map of Africa”, which basically meant a reunion of the Europe
countries to divide and collect their spolios after war, even thought African continent was not

directly in the war it served as way of Euro gaining and a showed punishment for Germany
being left out of the great conquers of that vast continent.
By this the frontiers were designed by european’s interest, meaning that the division under
any matter took the liberty or even the care to evaluate a lot of factors that would result in
huge wars and conflicts in all the African continent not many ages after it. For a long time
people just presumed that the conflicts there were only estimated by them being considered
savages, not civilized and all of the long list of racist terms that were associated with them.
Now the studies see and justify many of those conflicts reflections by the following factors:
1. Religion
2. Languages
3. Cultural actions
4. Ethical beliefs
5. Ideology
6. Territories
7. Resources
8. Political Statements
9. Military works
Not just the World Wars but the Cold War as well, how the States out of that continent and
their conflicts and interests have influenced deeply and disturbed the formation of states,
taking away their liberty to raise a nation by themselves, raise a nation that get closure for the
reasons most of states do by the feeling of belonging to it, for sharing the same languages,
cultures, values and many more placements that were took out of discussion.
With this when the decolonization started occurring, those many different groups inside the
countries started conflicting with each other, in politics, in the way of coordinating the
countries, in the shares of resources and land, between governments, tribes and political
groups. The inevitable happened, one of the longest conflicts of the last centuries, and that
had no perspective to be done, that showed the capacity of humanity to be as cruel as it can
be even after all the destruction that the world faced.
Many of those childrens even believe they have a duty with their community and see the
insertion of themselfs into the armie as courageous act of proud service for their beliefs, at
the same time most of those child soldiers get associated with those conflicts are most of the
time collected victims after villages massacres, a lot of times they’re groomed by the ones who

murder their famillies and have their mind disturbed by constant influence against rival
groups and even the goverment, they’re are obligate to initiate that life of killing, drugs and
sexual harassments, where they create a filter to be able to face the realitie, a truly do or die
situation.

The Forgotten Victims

Above 18 years old:

We understood by now how long the Child Soldier’s culture, and the presence and impacts
that they have in our society. In the lastest decades UNICEF has been working alongside
NPOs to find a solution that helps in the development, security and prevention of these childs.
Determined by the UN programme directed for certain scenarios, we have the definition of
the age limit for considering those childs under the protection of the law is 18.
But the discussions around this matter have brought the examples of childs who were caught
and obligated to join the army at an earlier age than 18 to be considered for the programme
as well as those rescued while still under the age. This can be seen in the story of Ishmael
Beah who was one more victim of Sierra Leone’s war, after losing his parents at the age of 13
he was forcibly inserted into the life of the armed forces. Growing in the middle of weapons,
blood-baths, drugs and the most extreme lost of his childhood, he was rescued by a UNICEF’s
mission witch gave him the opportunity of having an admission back into the society and a
joyful life, but in his memoir “A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier” he talks about
the difficulties that he suffered to adapt and learn to be open for people, but the strongest
point was that he had the chance to come back into life, while some other boys who he knew
in his war times had not the same chance.
Even though they were aliciated while still under age, many of those boys who had already
turned 18 when many missions had occurred, and by that time, they were not considered
anymore to be able to receive the shelter and help that they needed, unfortunately the longest
those childs passes into that living the hardest it becomes to reinsert them back it is, the
amount of psychological and all sort of abuses that they suffer in the reality of a war is

unimaginable. This shows a giant lack in the principles and work, mattering to prevent and
insert every single victim into a normal life. Although the understatement of until what point
UNICEF can go can generate a debate of willingly attitudes, and how our society has been
failing with these forgotten victims.

Girls Use In War Times
One of the constantly forgotten victims are girls that in the same aspect have been kidnapped
from her families and being putted in that new reality of war, that comes with the new forms
of prostitution and abuse. The emotional and physical damage brought up to those girls have
been one of the greatest concerns of UNICEF but not enough as it should be compared to
most boys ' situations.

A high tax of girls in and out of war zones are kidnapped to serve as sexual slaves for those
soldiers, alongside with drugs that generate a lack of life perspective, when all that happens

to you is being explored, drugged and wacht the major killing, there is not much of a life to
expect. And one of the biggest problems that these programmes find is to insert those girls
back into not just the society, but their families, unfortunately many conflict zones have
severe cultures of a woman and her body in conservative way, which turns out to many
families not accepting those girls back into their lives. They are considered impured and used
and more than that, many times are guilty of what happened. In many reports of their lifes,
they say that they were doing daily things like playing outside or even fetching water and
firewoods, but some of them have said that they believed that joining the armed
forces/groups would help them to runaway from sexual and gender-based violence, early
marriage and other harmful practices and explorations.

In the last 2 decades were estimated that the Farc have aliciated more than 18.000 under
ages in Colombia, many of those were girls, witch in the newest trial at 2021 have been
describe the atrocities that were made to those girls like: “Violent carnal juction” and “forced
abortions”. That brings the debate of its importance that the difference between girls and boys
experiences are understood and taken into account by all actors and that programming for
children who are or have been associated with armed forces or groups explicitly reflects the
particular situation of both girls and boys.

Reintegrating those children back into society

One of the main worries besides preventing is how to integrate those children back into
society, how do you plan their comeback, how do you create an environment that's going to
be receptive and how do you make those victims understand that they are safe and that there's
a whole new world and a lot of perspectives to be seen.
The traumas and cruelties that they are inflicted have been proved to cause damages that are
considered almost irreversible, the studies around psychological factualness and Freud’s
theories about how the human brain works and how they create landscapes to not face its
reality as it should. We can understand this situation by putting a filter on, to cover certain
scenarios in a way that will cause less harm to those interpreting, while persons who
acknowledge it from the outside will analyze the situation in a much more proper way.

Knowing this is the understatement of the importance of politics that will create
environments that will actually know how to receive those children, one of the impasses to be
faced is how the families will react, it's a fact that this delicate situation shall be solved in the
same way, with carefully thought actions, said in previous statements the religious families
and conservative cultures has a rate less of accepting back the victims, which end up
generating another problem…Refugees.

UNICEF has one of its actions: the funding for supplying the areas of work and need, and
there's a special program directed financing the developments and asylums for those childs.
Family support is one of the most importants steps when we talk about reintegration, and
when we don't have that support, there's a gap of need for cary and love that those children
need, the feeling of not belonging which it’s the point of he program of reintegration as a
whole, to make them fill the belonging in a environment that's not fill in with suffering and
abuses.
This creates huge difficulty in the process and has been a case studied by many psychologists
in this field and at the same time brings up the scareness that those victims become more
susceptible to come back into a conflicted zone’s life. They understand that as the only reality
that they know and sadly the only one that they will ever belong.

Use of Drugs and Harassment
One of the forms of exploration of those childrens involved with militarization goes on
different works than just holding a weapon, unfortunately the presence of drug use and
harassments of sexual context are pretty common in those scenarios. According with Ishmael
Beah an ex-child soldier, food, water, supplements could always be missing, but never drugs,
along with most of reports of ex-child soldiers had exemplified how older soldiers made them
use drugs as a way to make their realities berable to say the least, and the conqueurs of
womans who had survived massacres led to violents sexual abuses.

But females were not the only sexual victims, a lot of boys have been raped inside the armies
as well, and the use of drug inflicted in one more way to face the pain that they were constantly
in touch with. When those childs get freedom from that lifestyle, one of the many problems
that they face is the drug addiction and the traumas that the abusers have left in their bodies

and memories, the rehabilitation is a thought process to be faced, and without the right
support they may as well be lost in their minds, or even worst, return to that tortuous path.

Public Policies
According with the Child's Right Convention:

“Article 32
1. States Parties recognize the right of the child to be protected from economic exploitation
and from performing any work that is likely to be hazardous or to interfere with the child's
education, or to be harmful to the child's health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or
social development.”

What could be considered one of the most important acts in the protection of childhood it’s
the presence of government policies that can secure and balance the needs to solve this
problem. The presence of attachments that fight the areas of work and above all, put the
children as a priority, is essential, along with the work of the UN that is more to be seen as a
support to develop the type of public policies that a country must deal on its own.
With the strongest reports of the victims showing the different types of scenarios and realities
that they need to fight for, is a understanding that UN alone can not do the work, for it, the
governments need to evaluate by themselves the type of danger and outrages that they are
dealing with, and with support to request e create the best ways to improve the society to be
up to deal with the situation and organize actions.
The problems with grooming and child abuse have raised a movement of consciousness
around the globe, but the most importants are those societies that have that sort of problem
as part of their daily life, to see a child's soul to be disruped by a war that’s not hers. The
government is there to serve its people, to protect and secure, to up come and bring a nation
it’s balance for a better life.

Economics Impacts

The visualization that the impact of child militarization is a broad topic that expands to
various areas including the economic situation of the nation. Therefore socio-economic needs
are a serious influence on whether children join armed forces or not, therefore, miserable
children depend on armed forces and its recompansation to survive; A warm bed, nutritional
safety and compensation to sustain their families makes children join armed forces. However,
child soldiers also impact the national economy, with less attendance to school, less
employees and work force, alongside low qualified workforce as well making the economy
drop its gains by a third and stagnate due to low scholarization patterns set by conflict.

STUDY CASES
The Yemeni Situation
An important case to generate delegates repertoire is Yemen where In 2014, the civil war
waged. The Houthis against the Hadi administration and the Saudi-led coalition. Since the
Houthis seized power in the country, there have been various estimates regarding the number
of children recruited during the conflict. The Human Rights Ministry of the Yemeni
government estimated that the Houthis had recruited about 30,000 children in total from
the time period of 2014-2021.
Notwithstanding, the opposing parties in the war have also been accused of promoting child
militarization. In September of 2020, a UN international team of experts monitored the
Yemeni government recruitment of children in the Special Security Forces camp in Shabwa.
It was stated that the Yemeni government used child soldiers in hostilities in Abyan
governorate during May 2020. The report stated that the Yemeni government forces, aka the
Arab coalition, recruited many children in the governorates of Taiz, Lahj and Abyan. The
children were then transferred to training camps in Saudi Arabia to defend its borders from
Houthi ground attacks.
Both the Houthis and the Saudi-led coalition have been accused by local and international
reports of recruiting children by taking advantage of their economic status and through
political and religious discourse. The Euro-Med Monitor and SAM report of 2021¹ believes
that the Houthi group were able recruit children after:

1) influencing them through ideological courses;

2) exploiting their poverty or social needs, due to the absence of the breadwinner;

3) using false and misleading promises;

4) exploiting their obedience.

Boko Haram and ISWAP

Another important reflection to be made is upon Boko Haram and ISWAP (Islamic State West
Africa Province) are two militia groups united in an insurgency against the Nigerian
government, affecting, also, the neighborhood (Chad, Niger and Cameroon). According to the
UN, these terrorist groups have abducted school children for years in Nigeria. They force
military training and violent political views through brainwashing and forced drug use.
In some states of Nigeria, the kidnappings have caused school closures and widespread
instability. In 2017, UNICEF, in its role as Co-chair of the United Nations Country Task Force
for the Monitoring and Reporting Mechanism on grave violations against children, worked
with the Nigerian authorities to develop the Action Plan. Through the Action Plan, the CJTF,
aka the Civilian joint task Force (a local group formed to support forces against Boko Haram
in northeast Nigeria), committed to put in place a number of measures to end and prevent
child recruitment and use.

“UNICEF said it needed more than $92m to protect children in emergencies across West
and Central Africa, more than half of which is not yet funded.”²

A Study in Angola and El Salvador's Action Plans in the Matter of
Child Soldiers
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Around the World

Russia and Ukraine
Ukraine and western media accuse Russia of supporting directly and indirectly the ministers
of education of the Donetsk People’s Republic (DPR), the Luhansk People’s Republic (LPR),
and Crimea. They claim these ministers follow the Russian state program on patriotic
education.

Trifecta of Highest Murder Rates
El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras deal with violence of gangs. The homicide rate in El
Salvador has skyrocketed to over 66 per 100,000 inhabitants today, where the majority of
perpetrators are found to be children under the age of 18. In Honduras, Tegucigalpa has been
named one of the murder capitals of the world, and hundreds of children have been coerced
into killing others and also themselves been casualties of gang warfare.

United States
The widely accepted U.N. sponsored Cape Town Principles establishes 18 as the minimum
age for military recruitment. However, the United States has refused to sign. All 50 states
provide “minority” legal status and protection for persons under 18. However, it is declared
by the United States that no person under the age of eighteen years of age may be enlisted
“without the written consent of his/her parent or guardian.”

Latin America
In the last decades this continent has been facing a huge war against Drug Trafficking that
generated civil wars, the most viewed cases are from Mexico, Colombia and Brazil.
Unfortunately the association of child militarization being connected with religious conflicts
and terrorist scenarios have taken away the acknowledgement of the different realitys that
can commit and force a child to be put into a conflict zone.

QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED
1.

How to prevent child militarization in areas of instability?

2. What's the economic impact of Child militarization?
3. How to provide better data coordination?
4. Is it possible to achieve full social reintegration of former child soldiers?
5. How to facilitate family tracing/reunion and what's the UNICEF role in this journey?
6. What's the role of UNICEF in combating child militarization?
7.

Is it ethical to judge a legal adult for crimes resulting from their background as child
soldiers?

8. What kind of politics can be created to improve the support and reintegration of girls

from the military scenarios?
9. What kind of politics can be created to protect and prepare communities to receive

those victims back?

CLOSING REMARKS
The child militarization issue is a very broad and dense topic, therefore, we expect a fruitful
and rich debate, hoping you guys consider every angle and peculiarity of the aspect in search
of diplomacy as well as long and lasting solutions to the issue. Reiterating the need to
maintain the decorum and respect at all times and we wish you all an amusing and effective
preparation.
Although this debate can (and shall) become an ethical and moral conflict, delegates must
remember the need to improve the policies already made and create new ones, all of the
profits that will come need to secure and focus on the health and care of those childs at all
cost. The UNICEF committee has a limit of what as a committee that he represents can do,
and the work must be made with those instances in mind.
Hands into work! Be creative, one of our concerns was to express the liberty that we expect
delegates to have when engaging themselves into the studies and debates. We are excited to
see what will come out of this brainstorm situation.

Xoxo, UNICEF’s Chairs.

Plus tip: We strongly indicate the reading of the “Paris Principle” and the “Cape Town
Principle” understanding and complementing readings is one of the best ways to prepare, and
looking into the past must give you a hint for future learning.
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